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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks OACDHow many heard this phrase used about conservation districts?Fascinating – Why is that?It’s not like we’re the new kid in town. This year both Oregon and Washington are celebrating the 80 year anniversary their first soil conservation district legislation, which passed in 1939. We have an 80 year history, and yet we’re still referred to as a secret. It’s not because conservation districts don’t provide valuable services – orgs don’t stick around for eight decades if they’re not delivering value to their communities and state. And yet all those hands went up. Too many of us have heard that phrase. Remember first time I heard it – I was halfway through my second interview for this job. And I was so nervous that day because I really wanted this job. I’d just completed my masters degree in conservation communication. I’d given a presentation about CDs in WA, and the interview panel had asked me about my background with media relations, creating legislative handouts, they kind of questions I’d expected. And then one person on the panel asked, “What do you think of the tagline, ‘conservation districts, the best kept secret’”? And I paused long enough for a little internal debate play out in my head. Because my first thought was, well that’s stupid, why would anyone want to be known for not being known? That admittedly rude reaction was immediately followed by a feeling of trepidation, wondering if someone on the panel had come up with that tagline and that my honest answer would cost me a job offer. But I decided to go with honesty, and said something to the tune of, There’s a lot of great things CDs should be known for. I wouldn’t recommend that any organization – especially a publically funded one – market the fact that no one knows who they are.Well, a week later I found out I didn’t get the job—they’d offered it to someone else. And I didn’t know whether it was how I’d answered that last question or whether it was because I’d somehow managed to make two lame jokes about Star Wars and LOTR during my interview and they were all, NERD ALERT – let’s not bring that here. I remember feeling devastated not just because I wanted this particular job, but because it felt wrong—I felt in my gut that this was my path, was where I belonged. It turned out I was right because a few weeks later the guy they hired was being escorted out by security and they called me, nothing feels better than being runner up. Having that question asked during my interview for this position felt like a call to action. And it’s something that the CDs of WA and I have been working to combat for the last six years. And that’s what I’m excited to share with you today—the process we went through, which I believe can help any CD or association develop strategies that build capacity and coordination to market CDs, and the results of our efforts so far.



Covering today:

• Marketing goals and challenges

• “Building blocks” (leveraging assets)

• Resources Washington State has to share and 
what’s in the works



Blah
+Blah

= Meh
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I don’t want this just to be a show and tell. My hope it that in sharing our story and outcomes, you’ll each leave with actionable info and tools. 





“What’s your dream 
conservation district 
marketing program?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From Summer Meeting:CDs are active and visible – no marketing needed as a result!4-5 key messages that are short, consistent, and meaningfulTemplates (making it easy to share/build from what’s already been done)Combination of data and stories to showcase CD work; “library” of options would allow us to select data/stories that relate best to the values of a specific target audience



“No more best kept secret—
Commission, Association, and all 
CDs have tools and coordination 

needed to tell our story!”
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This was our marketing destination. I think that’s a great way to think about goals, as a destination. Because, just as you would if you were thinking about a dream vacation destination, you next think about the challenges you need to overcome in order to get there. For a trip destination, you might have the challenges of needing more money for travel expenses and needing annual leave time from your job. Once you know the challenges that have prevented you from getting to your dream destination, you can start working towards overcoming them, saving money and accruing more leave.  



“What are the 
challenges to 

achieving your 
dream marketing 

program?”
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It’s the same thing if you think about your dream marketing program as a destination, your next step is to identify the challenges that have prevented you from getting there. Once we knew our destination, the next step was the From NACD:Unity – difficult to all get on same page/messageTimeAccess to staff/expertiseSome CDs don’t want to be known



Our main challenges:
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Capacity:Big goal – even with state staff, difficult to execute on own, other tasks to doCoordinationMillion ways we can go – how to coordinate/id/prioritize common goals and work towards them together?CohesionDon’t lose 45 district identityEnsure messages/brand is relevant to urban, suburban and rural landowners/decision maker, all landowners – WA very diverseI imagine many of your can relate to each of these challenges, and Washington and Oregon certainly share the challenge of cohesion—our landscapes and people are diverse. 
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(illustrate diversity of WA landowners/landscapes/ag)Similar to Oregon
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What “building blocks” did 
we have to help overcome 
our challenges?



Our diversity makes us stronger
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Non partisan, we have something to offer everyone – no matter what they see outside their window. 



45 Conservation Districts

Five board 
supervisors

Staff = 1-20+
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Imagine if all talked in one voice?



• Technology 

• Skilled staff/supervisors

• Passion = priority

• Willingness to share

• Capacity at Conservation Commission

• Strength in numbers

• Common goals
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Other assetsTech = different than when CDs first formed. More connected at state and national level now than ever.Staff / supervisor skills – Raise hands, photographers, writers/storytellers, media, art/design, social media



What we built…



What we built…

C Communications, Partnership, and 

Outreach (CPO) Group



12-15 CD staff/supervisors representing every:
• Geographic region
• Capacity level
• Landowner/land user 

Association rep

Conservation Commission Communications Coordinator 
and Regional Manager

CPO Membership
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Voluntary participation



CPO Meeting / Process

• Monthly web meetings (4th Tues)

• CDs set priorities/plan

• Form subcommittees to work on projects, as 
needed

• Strive for consensus decision-making
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All voluntary participationSubcommittees based on interest/skill set



Coordination

Capacity Cohesion

CPO

Sooo… 

what’d we do?
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By forming group, how address our three challenges and start working towards dream marketing program?



Foundation (Goal 1) 
Key messages, branding, and imagery 
allowing us to unify our promotion of 

districts across the state

(Goal 2) 
Create templates, trainings,  

and other resources that meet 
priority CD marketing needs

(Goal 3) 
Share templates 
and materials 

already created by 
SCC / CDs
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Teaser… but before we show you the toolkit, returning to building blocks question…



pla•gia•rism
/’pläje rizem/

The practice of taking someone else’s work or 
ideas and using them as one’s own.
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Presentation Notes
Invite to add toolkit to list of “assets” if helpful



pla•gia•rism
/’pläje rizem/

The practice of taking someone else’s work or 
ideas and using them as one’s own.
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Plagiarism-positive!Open to being told what we could have done better – that’s what great about committee work anyway. If someone points out a shortcoming in your work, you can always blame your fellow committee members, “frank’s fault.” 



scc.wa.gov/marketing-toolkit
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Hosted on Conservation Commission websiteQuick overview of resources, not too much detail.



Branding (color 
palette, logo)



CD fact sheets, templates
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Gov liaison quoted/referenced 10 Ways at conference









Presenter
Presentation Notes
Happy customers = happy spokespeople, esp for LegislatureNot as effective for CD/agency/assn staff to say, “we do good things give us money” – better from constituentVideo not always best – guidance on picking story and way to deliver it
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Happy customers = happy spokespeople, esp for LegislatureNot as effective for CD/agency/assn staff to say, “we do good things give us money” – better from constituentVideo not always best – guidance on picking story and way to deliver itKey questions



Shared photo 
gallery
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Presentation Notes
All photos from earlier came from photo gallery, talk about annual photo contest – how many have similar WADE conference  -CONNECT?



Library of vector images / icons
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All photos from earlier came from photo gallery, talk about annual photo contest – how many have similar WADE conference?



scc.wa.gov/marketing-toolkit

And more…
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phone call from district manager; example of point/purpose of having toolkit – able to provide guidance to all CDs rather than just the one who asked the question



… and an internal communications/outreach directory
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Sort by experience/trainingOutsource



How’s it working?
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Challenges of measuring – no capacity to attempt quantitative measure, and can’t justify spending public $Yes increase in media, $, partnerships – lots of other factors involved



Around 80% of 
conservation districts 
use Marketing 
Toolkit resources
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Survey data from year and half agoHelpful - Making it easier to market themselvesGone from nothing to something
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More unified, consistent = more recognized





What’s next
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Still learning, adaptive management, living toolkit



Conservation
Districts…

Elevator Pitch
“Conservation

Catalog”
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Positioning statement and next elevator pitch – brand framework; Marshall!Happy to share when done – maybe at Annual Meeting?



Lessons learned



Identify challenges and leverage assets 
to address them
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Know/inventory your building blocks



Consistent 
commitment to plan 

and process
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Coordination – million ways we can go. Important to direct all that energy towards shared goals/priorities and ensure consistent effort toward target – strategic planning



Group membership
=

Manageable representation
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Cohesion – avoid too many cooks in the kitchen; Actually had a charter when making big decisionsPositioning Statement make up



Think outside the box 
about where to advertise 

supervisor/board 
openings

X O X

X O X

O X O

O
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Capacity – Marshall!



Thank you! Questions?

Laura Johnson
ljohnson@scc.wa.gov
360-407-6936

scc.wa.gov/marketing-toolkit
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Evaluation
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